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Two Plays 2009 david geary nga mahanga taranaki grew up in rangiwahia a small village in the manawatu hill country his first experiences of theatre
were listening to the shearers spin yarns in his fathers gang graduating from the new zealand drama school in 1987 david has continued to be an
allrounder writing directing and acting for theatre television and film pack of girls pam hooper s husband tom spends more time recovering from playing
rugby than thinking about her so she decides to fight fire with fireand forms a women s rugby team the kurinui bushwackers their first encounter is
against the evergreens the learner s stand romance and intrigue develop in the oddball shearing gang of pete terry and transsexual dawn under the
watchful eyes of a couple of talking sheep human and sheep versions available
Graphic Java 2: Swing 1999 written for experienced programmers who need detailed explanations of the jfc libraries this volume covers all aspects of the
swing framework swing is the long awaited successor to the awt s heavyweight components
出版年鑑 2001 please provide
Not Just Java 1999 incore jstl leading java platform expert david geary presents the definitive guide to jstl through practical examples and extensive
sample code geary demonstrates how jstl simplifies streamlines and standardizes a wide range of common development tasks coverage includes using jstl
tags for accessing javabeans components and collections iteration importing urls database access working with xml internationalization and localization
using the brand new jstl expression language and extending jstl with custom tags
Core JSTL 2003 bodh gaya in the north indian state of bihar has long been recognized as the place where the buddha achieved enlightenment this book
brings together the recent work of twelve scholars from a variety of disciplines anthropology art history history and religion to highlight their various
findings and perspectives on different facets of bodh gaya s past and present through an engaging and critical overview of the place of buddha s
enlightenment the book discusses the dynamic and contested nature of this site and looks at the tensions with the on going efforts to define the place
according to particular histories or identities it addresses many aspects of bodh gaya from speculation about why the buddha chose to sit beneath a tree
in bodh gaya to the contemporary struggles over tourism development education and non government organizations to bring to the foreground the site s
longevity reinvention and current complexity as a unesco world heritage monument the book is a useful contribution for students and scholars of
buddhism and south asian studies
Cross-disciplinary Perspectives on a Contested Buddhist Site 2012-06-25 this multilayered historical ethnography of bodh gaya the place of buddha
s enlightenment in the north indian state of bihar explores the spatial politics surrounding the transformation of the mahabodhi temple complex into a
unesco world heritage site in 2002 the rapid change from a small town based on an agricultural economy to an international destination that attracts
hundreds of thousands of buddhist pilgrims and visitors each year has given rise to a series of conflicts that foreground the politics of space and meaning
among bodh gaya s diverse constituencies david geary examines the modern revival of buddhism in india the colonial and postcolonial dynamics
surrounding archaeological heritage and sacred space and the role of tourism and urban development in india
Catalog of Copyright Entries. Third Series 1974 in this volume david geary provides a comprehensive theory that brings children s education into the
21st century and provides directions for the development of a new discipline evolutionary educational psychology geary presents the case that a
scientifically grounded approach to children s schooling and to a lesser degree their later occupational interests can be informed by recent advances in
the application of evolutionary theory to the understanding of the human brain mind and its development he develops a taxonomy of evolved cognitive
abilities and describes how from an evolutionary perspective these abilities are modified and refined during childhood from there he lays the framework
for understanding the relation between evolved abilities such as language and the non evolved competencies that are built from them with schooling such
as reading geary describes the mechanisms such as working memory that enable humans to transform evolved cognitive abilities into culturally
important school taught competencies these are integrated with discussion of human intellectual history and cultural evolution and the sources of
children s motivation to learn inside and outside of the classroom in all this may well be the most revolutionary theory of children s schooling since
rousseau
Dr. Dobb's Journal 2007 incore jstl leading java platform expert david geary presents the definitive guide to jstl through practical examples and
extensive sample code geary demonstrates how jstl simplifies streamlines and standardizes a wide range of common development tasks coverage
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includes using jstl tags for accessing javabeans components and collections iteration importing urls database access working with xml
internationalization and localization using the brand new jstl expression language and extending jstl with custom tags
The Rebirth of Bodh Gaya 2017-11-21 this element builds on the mainstream theory of attachment and contemporary understanding of the
environment of evolutionary adaptedness to address the origin and nature of infant maternal bond formation sections 2 and 3 propose that attachment
behaviors for protesting against separation and usurpation were compelled by infants needs for close and undivided access to a source of breast milk
usually mothers for three years to counter threats of undernutrition and disease that were the leading causes of infant mortality since these attachment
behaviors would not have been presented unless they were compelled by maternal resistance their arising is also attributed to parent offspring conflict
section 4 theorizes that the affectional nature of infant maternal attachment originated within contexts of breastfeeding uniform and universal features of
exclusive versus complementary breastfeeding that could entail diverse experiences among multiple caregivers may have shaped adaptations so that love
relationships with mothers differ from those with nonmaternal caregivers
Educating the Evolved Mind 2007-06-01 the sixth edition of the topically organized children s thinking presents a current comprehensive and dynamic
examination of cognitive development the book covers individual children and their developmental journeys while also following the general paths of
overall cognitive development in children this unique and effective approach gives readers a holistic view of children s cognitive development
acknowledging that while no two children are exactly alike they tend to follow similar developmental patterns supported by the latest research studies
and data the sixth edition provides valuable insights for readers to better understand and work with children
Core JSTL 2003 already know python but want to learn more a lot more dive into a variety of topics used in practice for real world applications covers
regular expressions internet network programming guis sql databases orms threading and development learn about contemporary development trends
such as google twitter mongodb oauth python 3 migration and java jython presents brand new material on django google app engine csv json xml and
microsoft office includes python 2 and 3 code samples to get you started right away provides code snippets interactive examples and practical exercises
to help build your python skills the complete developer s guide to python python is an agile robust and expressive programming language that continues
to build momentum it combines the power of compiled languages with the simplicity and rapid development of scripting languages in core python
applications programming third edition leading python developer and corporate trainer wesley chun helps you take your python knowledge to the next
level this book has everything you need to become a versatile python developer you will be introduced to multiple areas of application development and
gain knowledge that can be immediately applied to projects and you will find code samples in both python 2 and 3 including migration tips if that s on
your roadmap too some snippets will even run unmodified on 2 x or 3 x learn professional python style best practices and good programming habits build
clients and servers using tcp udp xml rpc and be exposed to higher level libraries like socketserver and twisted develop gui applications using tkinter and
other available toolkits improve application performance by writing extensions in c c or enhance i o bound code with multithreading discover sql and
relational databases orms and even non relational nonsql databases like mongodb learn the basics of programming including clients and servers plus cgi
and wsgi expose yourself to regular expressions and powerful text processing tools for creating and parsing csv json and xml data interface with popular
microsoft office applications such as excel powerpoint and outlook using com client programming dive deeper into development with the django
framework and cloud computing with google app engine explore java programming with jython the way to run python code on the jvm connect to services
yahoo finance to get stock quotes or yahoo mail gmail and others to download or send e mail jump into the social media craze by learning how to connect
to the twitter and google networks core python applications programming third edition delivers broad coverage of a variety of areas of development used
in real world applications today powerful insights into current and best practices for the intermediate python programmer dozens of code examples from
quick snippets to full fledged applications a variety of exercises at the end of every chapter to help hammer the concepts home
Attachment and Parent-Offspring Conflict 2024-01-31 a guide to implementing client server technologies that covers the people the processes and the
technologies that are critical to making the transition
Children′s Thinking 2017-01-24 an insider s guide to writing java powered pages with javastudio this book shows how without writing a single line of
code the hands on format can be used as both a tutorial and reference depending on the experience level the cd rom contains a full working 30 day try
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and buy version of javastudio
Core Python Applications Programming 2012-03-07 from abstract classes to zip format horstmann preview software and cornell u of connecticut cover
aspects of java for experienced programmers input output multithreading networking database connectivity remote objects advanced awt java beans
security internationalization and native methods contains examples figures and installation instructions for the complementary cd rom annotation
copyrighted by book news inc portland or
Building the New Enterprise 1998 please provide
Java Studio by Example 1998 this handbook provides a state of the art exploration of several key dynamics in current studies of the buddhist tradition
with a focus on practice embodiment materiality emotion and gender shape the way most buddhists engage with their traditions in contrast to popular
representations of buddhism as spiritual disembodied and largely devoid of ritual this volume highlights how practice often represents a fluid dynamic
and strategic means of defining identity and negotiating the challenges of everyday life essays explore the transformational aims of practices that require
practitioners to move gesture and emote in prescribed ways including the ways that scholars own embodied practices are integral to their research
methodology the chapters are written by acknowledged experts in their respective subject areas and taken together offer an overview of current thinking
in the field the volume is of particular value to scholars who seek an orientation to current perspectives on important conceptual theoretical and
methodological concerns that are shaping the field in areas outside their primary expertise the inclusion of substantial up to date bibliographies also
makes the volume an important guide to current scholarship
Core Java 1.1 1998 cu google toolkit gwt is an open source java development framework for building ajax enabled web applications instead of the
hodgepodge of technologies that developers typically use for ajax javascript html css and xmlhttprequest gwt lets developers implement rich client
applications with pure java using familiar idioms from the awt swing and swt gwt goes beyond most ajax frameworks by making it easy to build desktop
like applications that run in the ubiquitous browser where the richness of the user interface is limited only by the developer s imagination this book
focuses on the more advanced aspects of gwt that you need to implement real world applications with rich user interfaces but without the heavy lifting of
javascript and other ajax related technologies each solution in this practical hands on book is more than a recipe the sample programs are carefully
explained in detail to help you quickly master advanced gwt techniques such as implementing drag and drop integrating javascript libraries and using
advanced event handling methodologies solutions covered include building custom gwt widgets including both high level composites and low level
components implementing a viewport class that includes iphone style automated scrolling integrating web services with gwt applications incorporating
the script aculo us javascript framework into gwt applications combining hibernate and gwt to implement database backed web applications extending
the gwt popuppanel class to implement a draggable and resizable window creating a drag and drop module complete with drag sources and drop targets
deploying gwt applications to an external server dynamically resizing flex tables using gwt widgets in legacy applications developed with other
frameworks such as struts and javaserver faces complete sample code available at coolandusefulgwt com all of the code used in this book has been tested
both in hosted and web modes and in an external version of tomcat version 5 5 17 under windows linux and mac os x for windows and linux we used 1 4
60 and for the mac we used 1 4 61 note there are three separate versions of the code please download the correct jar file for the operating system you
are using foreword xiii preface xvi acknowledgments xviii about the authors xix solution 1 gwt fundamentals and beyond 1 solution 2 javascript
integration 53 solution 3 custom widget implementation 71 solution 4 viewports and maps 103 solution 5 access to online services 133 solution 6 drag
and drop 167 solution 7 simple windows 199 solution 8 flex tables 237 solution 9 file uploads 283 solution 10 hibernate integration 303 solution 11
deployment to an external server 325 solution 12 gwt and legacy code 343 index 371
Computer Security Policies and SunScreen Firewalls 1998 introducing the abstract window toolkit the graphic java toolkit extending the awt
The Oxford Handbook of Buddhist Practice 2022 this work provides 50 000 words of prosodically transcribed text from a variety of sources the
introduction explains fully the transcription conventions the structure of the corpus and its relationship to other computer corpora and provides examples
of different versions of texts
Google Web Toolkit Solutions 2007-11-07 this volume comprises a wide range of chapters focusing on key figures in the development of new zealand
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theatre and drama such as among others robert lord ken duncum gary henderson stephen sinclair hone kouka briar grace smith jacob rajan lynda
chanwai earle nathaniel lees and victor rodger publisher description
Graphic Java 1997 reports for 1980 19 also include the annual report of the national council on the arts
The National Union Catalogs, 1963- 1964 as evidence of our global survival crisis continues to mount the expression too little too late comes to mind
we all live in an interdependent world which has an increasingly shared fate we are participants in an emerging global superorganism that is dependent
on close cooperation indeed positive synergy cooperative effects has been the key to our evolutionary success as a species however our ultimate fate is
now in jeopardy going forward we must either create a more effective global society with collective self governance or our species will very likely be
convulsed by mass starvation waves of desperate migrants and lethal social conflict the greatest threat we may face is each other and a regression into
tribalism and violent conflict this element has a more hopeful prescription for a new global social contract it is based on the many examples of
superorganisms socially organized species in the natural world and in evolution
A Corpus of Formal British English Speech 2014-07-22 over the past few decades evolutionary psychology has shed light on such features of the
human experience as mating love religion aggression warfare physical health mental health and more the field of positive psychology has progressed
along a parallel trajectory using behavioral science techniques to help our understanding of human thriving at the individual and community levels
positive evolutionary psychology is dedicated to the integration of positive and evolutionary psychology with an eye toward using darwinian inspired
concepts to help advance our understanding of human thriving this element describes the basic ideas of this new approach to behavioral science as well
as examples that dip into various aspects of the human experience including such topics as health education friendships love and more all with an eye
toward providing a roadmap for the application of darwinian principles to better understanding human thriving and the good life
Performing Aotearoa 2007 breastfeeding is championed as an effective way to improve global health associated with improved health outcomes for
children and mothers various public health strategies to promote breastfeeding have been developed and implemented for over four decades yet progress
has stagnated and exclusive breastfeeding rates remain low globally from an evolutionary anthropological perspective low breastfeeding rates seem like
an evolutionary puzzle breastfeeding is a behaviour which confers survival and fitness advantage to children and mothers yet so many mothers do not
breastfeed exclusively or at all is this a globally maladaptive behaviour framing breastfeeding as a maternal investment behaviour an evolutionary
perspective directs us to consider the fitness costs of breastfeeding together with the role of social learning and cultural norms indeed an evolutionary
anthropological perspective provides insights to why some breastfeeding promotion strategies may have been ineffective while pointing to potentially
promising policies and practices which have been overlooked
Annual Report 2023-07-31 gossiping and its reputation effects are viewed as the most powerful mechanism to sustain cooperation without the
intervention of formal authorities being virtually costless gossiping is highly effective in monitoring and sanctioning norm violators rational individuals
cooperate in order to avoid negative reputations but this narrative is incomplete and often leads to wrong predictions goal framing theory a cognitive
behavioral approach anchored in evolutionary research provides a better explanatory framework three overarching goal frames hedonic gain and
normative constantly compete for being in our cognitive foreground this element argues that for gossip to have reputation effects a salient normative
goal frame is required but since the hedonic mindset usually trumps gain and normative concerns most gossip will be driven by hedonic motives and
therefore not have strong reputation effects propositions on cultural structural dispositional situational and technological gossip antecedents and
consequences are developed and illustrated with evidence from the empirical record
Superorganism 2023-05-31 although early life adversity can undermine healthy development an evolutionary developmental perspective implies that
children growing up in harsh environments will develop intact or even enhanced skills for solving problems in high adversity contexts i e hidden talents
this element situates the hidden talents model within a larger interdisciplinary framework summarizing theory and research on hidden talents it proposes
that stress adapted skills represent a form of adaptive intelligence enabling individuals to function within the constraints of harsh environments it
discusses potential applications of this perspective to multiple sectors concerned with youth from harsh environments including education social services
and juvenile justice and compares the hidden talents model with contemporary developmental resilience models the hidden talents approach it concludes
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offers exciting directions for research on childhood adversity with translational implications for leveraging stress adapted skills to more effectively tailor
education jobs and interventions to fit the needs of individuals from a diverse range of life circumstances
An Introduction to Positive Evolutionary Psychology 2023-02-23 the ideal drinking companion an extensive directory of over 2 000 beers beer the
drink to taste savour talk about and travel for explore its astonishing variety and rapidly expanding new tastes thirst quenching lagers meal in a glass
stouts peppery white beers tangy fruit based brews and classic ales and bitters with this up to date guide to every good beer in the world visit over 800
breweries and read detailed tasting notes for over 2 000 beers from a team of local specialists whet your appetite with tours to key beer producing
destinations and discover the beers to try and how best to enjoy them with brews that are anything but a pint of the usual
Improving Breastfeeding Rates 2023-12-21 includes entries for maps and atlases
The Evolution of Reputation-Based Cooperation 2023-04-06 grade by grade these groundbreaking and successful books provide a solid foundation in the
fundamentals of a good education for first to sixth graders b w photographs linecuts and maps throughout two color printing
The Hidden Talents Framework 2008-10-20 this stimulating volume assembles leading scholars to address issues in children s cognitive academic and
social development through the lens of evolutionary psychology debates and controversies in the field highlight the potential value of this understanding
from basic early learning skills through emerging social relationships in adolescence with implications for academic outcomes curriculum development
and education policy children s evolved tendency toward play and exploration fuels an extended discussion on child versus adult directed learning
evolutionary bases are examined for young learners moral development and contemporary theories of learning and memory are viewed from an
evolutionary perspective along the way contributors recommendations illustrate real world uses of evolution based learning interventions during key
developmental years among the topics covered the adaptive value of cognitive immaturity applications of evolutionary developmental psychology to early
education guided play a solution to the play versus learning dichotomy adolescent bullying in schools an evolutionary perspective fairness what it isn t
what it is and what it might be for adapting evolution education to a warming climate of teaching and learning the effects of an evolution informed school
environment on student performance and wellbeing evolutionary perspectives on child development and education will interest researchers and graduate
students working in diverse areas such as evolutionary psychology cultural anthropology human ecology developmental psychology and educational
psychology researchers in applied developmental science and early education will also find it useful
The Beer Book 1973 for centuries people from mustang nepal have relied on agriculture pastoralism and trade as a way of life seasonal migrations to
south asian cities for trade as well as temporary wage labor abroad have shaped their experiences for decades yet more recently permanent migrations to
new york city where many have settled are reshaping lives and social worlds mustang has experienced one of the highest rates of depopulation in
contemporary nepal a profoundly visible depopulation that contrasts with the relative invisibility of himalayan migrants in new york drawing on more
than two decades of fieldwork with people in and from mustang this book combines narrative ethnography and short fiction to engage with foundational
questions in cultural anthropology how do different generations abide with and understand each other how are traditions defended and transformed in
the context of new mobilities anthropologist sienna craig draws on khora the tibetan buddhist notion of cyclic existence as well as the daily act of
circumambulating the sacred to think about cycles of movement and patterns of world making shedding light on how kinship remains both firm and
flexible in the face of migration from a high himalayan kingdom to the streets of brooklyn and queens the ends of kinship explores dynamics of migration
and social change asking how individuals families and communities care for each other and carve out spaces of belonging it also speaks broadly to issues
of immigration and diaspora belonging and identity and the nexus of environmental economic and cultural transformation
The National union catalog, 1968-1972 1973 this book explores the extraordinary differentiation of the baghdadi jewish community over time during
their sojourn in india from the end of the eighteenth century until their dispersion to indian diasporas in israel and english speaking countries throughout
the world after india gained independence in 1947 chapters on schools institutions and culture present how baghdadis in india managed to maintain their
communities by negotiating multiple identities in a stratified and complex society several disciplinary perspectives are utilized to explore the super
diversity of the baghdadis and the ways in which they successfully adapted to new situations during the raj while retaining particular traditions and
modifying and incorporating others providing a comprehensive overview of this community the contributions to the book show that the legacy of the
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baghdadi jews lives on for indians today through landmarks and monuments in mumbai pune and kolkata and for jews through memories woven by
members of the community residing in diverse diasporas offering refreshing historical perspectives on the colonial period in india this book will be of
interest to those studying south asian studies diaspora and ethnic studies sociology history jewish studies and asian religion
The Publishers Weekly 2013-11-13 religion tends to flourish when technological developments create new possibilities for communication and
representation and simultaneously change as a consequence of these developments this book explores intersections between religion and technology in
india at the present and in the colonial past and how various forms of techno religious intersections transform and open up for new religious practices
discourses communities and institutions with focus on indian contexts and religions it discusses various empirical and theoretical aspects of how
technological innovations create alter and negotiate religious spaces practices and authorities the book provides rich and multifaceted empirical
examples of different ways in which technological practices relate to meanings ideas and practices of religions the techno religious intersections
generate several questions about authority and power the politics and poetics of identity community and place and how religious agency information and
experience are mediated commodified and adjusted to new demands of societies the chapters explore the hindu jain and sikh traditions in relation to new
technological developments and media such as photography new means of visualization tv serials mobile phones and online communication the book will
be of interest to academics studying modern and contemporary india and south asia and especially the role of religion and technology
National Union Catalog 2016-04-26 an english professor begins training in the sport of mixed martial arts and explores the science and history behind the
violence of men when a mixed martial arts mma gym moves in across the street from his office jonathan gottschall sees a challenge and an opportunity
pushing forty out of shape and disenchanted with his job as an adjunct english professor part of him yearns to cross the street and join up the other part
is terrified gottschall eventually works up his nerve and starts training for a real cage fight he s fighting not only as a personal test but also to answer
questions that have intrigued him for years why do men fight and why do so many seemingly decent people like to watch in the professor in the cage
gottschall s unlikely journey from the college classroom to the fighting cage drives an important new investigation into the science and history of violence
mixed martial arts is a full contact hybrid sport in which fighters punch choke and kick each other into submission mma requires intense strength
endurance and skill the fights are bloody brutal and dangerous yet throughout the last decade cage fighting has evolved from a small time fringe
spectacle banned in many states to the fastest growing spectator sport in america but the surging popularity of mma far from being new is just one more
example of our species insatiable interest not just in violence but in the rituals that keep violence contained from duels to football to the roughhousing of
children humans are masters of what gottschall calls the monkey dance a dizzying variety of rule bound contests that establish hierarchies while
minimizing risk and social disorder in short gottschall entered the cage to learn about the violence in men but learned instead how men keep violence in
check gottschall endures extremes of pain occasional humiliation and the incredulity of his wife to take us into the heart of fighting culture culminating
after almost two years of grueling training in his own cage fight gottschall s unsparing personal journey crystallizes in his epiphany and ours that taming
male violence through ritualized combat has been a hidden key to the success of the human race without the restraining codes of the monkey dance the
world would be a much more chaotic and dangerous place
What Your Third Grader Needs to Know 2020-10-15
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